SSCC Labels

Exchange information more efficiently with customers and simplify the tracking of items

SIMPLIFY INFORMATION EXCHANGE

Assign SSCC codes automatically
Close the gap between the warehouse and administration by linking information about quantities of goods and packaging on containers, such as pallets or boxes, to a unique SSCC code that is generated automatically.

Meet customer requirements
Easily record at a customer level the type of SSCC label to use (e.g., homogenous, mixed lots, mixed items), how many SSCC labels to print and the composition of the label, and avoid having to manually enter this information each time you have an order for a given customer.

Simplify product tracking
Leverage information printed directly on the SSCC label that indicates which lots were used during production and, in the event of a recall, trace exactly where products were sent and on which container they were transported.

Automate container management
Achieve even greater efficiencies for information exchange and further enhance traceability by fully tracking containers in all logistics processes using the Container Management module in addition to tracking items using SSCC Labels.

SSCC Labels is one of a suite of modules in the SI Foodware® solution. In combination with Microsoft Dynamics® NAV, SI Foodware forms a fully-integrated, enterprise-wide ERP solution specifically for food and beverage companies. SI Foodware is Certified for Microsoft Dynamics.
Key Features:
SSCC Labels

LEVERAGE THE FULL SUITE OF LOGISTICS MODULES

From the receipt of raw materials to transportation planning, streamline and better track the flow of goods into and out of your organization with the full suite of Logistics Modules:

- SSCC Labels
- Container Management
- EDI
- Radio Frequency (RF)
- Transport Management
- Scales Connection

How it Works
1. Choose the SSCC label your customer requires in the customer master data in Dynamics NAV so the correct label layout is automatically selected when an order and the accompanying label are created.
2. In the warehouse, allocate the specific products and quantities to transport for each SSCC label.
3. Automatically generate a unique number during inventory picking and add the various SSCC lines.
4. When the order is complete, print the SSCC label and attach it to the goods ready for transportation.

Label Composition
Supports the following types:
- Homogeneous: Assign items from a single lot to a single SSCC label
- Mixed lots: Assign multiple lots of a single item to a single SSCC label
- Mixed items: Assign multiple lot numbers and multiple items to a single SSCC label

Customer Tracing
- Inform customers which SSCC labels are ready to dispatch or are already in transit
- Customers can then carry out checks or even submit a complaint related to the SSCC label

Label History
- Access historical information on SSCC labels without leaving the warehouse management system
- View a detailed summary of SSCC labels used together with corresponding items and lot numbers

For more information email: sales@epimatic.com.
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